
WHY MOTORIZE YOUR WINDOW TREATMENTS?
• Easy operation of single or multiple treatments
• Synchronized opening and closing
• Easy to operate large or out of reach window treatments
• Clean aesthetic -- no cords or chains
• Control with a remote or smart phone/tablet 

WHY MOTORIZE WITH THE SHADE STORE®?
• Superior quality and reliability
• Heavy duty lifting capabilities
• Whisper quiet operation
• Fast lead times and great price points
• Battery motors are eco-friendly (rechargeable)
• Can be controlled by remote or app
• 5-year warranty
• 100% satisfaction guarantee
• Prices from +$350/per shade 

WHICH PRODUCTS CAN BE MOTORIZED?
• Roller Shades
• Solar Shades
• Roman Shades
• Woven Wood Shades
• Cellular Shades
• Pleated Shades
• Wood Blinds (tilt only)
• Drapery (Ripple Fold & Pleated styles)

BATTERY MOTOR: 
• The strongest and quietest battery motors yet
• Comes pre-charged from our workroom
• Charge using standard outlet - no need for an electrician
• Requires one 6-8 hour charge and will last all year
• Charging cord is 72” +  96” extension cord is provided
• Will function during power outtage

PRODUCTS WITH AN INTERNAL (HIDDEN INSIDE TUBE)
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY: 
Roller/Solar/Roman/Woven Wood Shades
Battery is hidden inside the shade tube

PRODUCTS WITH AN EXTERNAL RECHARGEABLE BATTERY:
Cellular/Pleated/Wood Blinds
Battery attaches to headrail/window frame with clips (included)

PLUG-IN MOTOR: 
• Plugs into standard 3-prong outlet - 110/120V AC (this is the 

normal outlet in every home)
• Never needs charging 
• Outlet typically placed behind shade or next to window; can 

be concealed with valance or hidden with drapery.
• Cord length: Min. 6” / Max. 120” (cannot be shorter than 6”)
• Quieter than a battery option
• Can be Hardwired. Requires a professional electrician which 

we do not provide, but our motor department will be happy 
to answer any questions electricians may have

ABOUT HARDWIRING: 

What does “hardwiring” mean?
It refers to when an electrician is going to permanently connect 
the power cord coming off of the motor to wiring that the 
electrician ran within the walls. This requires a licensed and 
insured electrician. While we do not refer electricians, our motor 
team is happy to assist them in any capacity. We recommend 
the electrician meet with our M&I professional at the initial 
measurement appointment to coordinate their efforts.

How do I know if a motor can be hardwired?
It needs to be confirmed by an electrician on a case by case 
scenario. You must always defer to an electrician. 

• Raise and lower window treatments using TSS app
• Set up to 30 shade configurations
• Includes timer functionality
• Allows user to position the shade or group of shades
• Range = up to 60ft in open space (no obstructions)
• Available for Apple iOS only

THE SHADE STORE APP (FREE) & WIFI BRIDGE ($150)

MOTOR MIN. SIZE MAX. SIZE PRICE

ROLLER & SOLAR SHADES

BATTERY 19 3/4" x 6" 144" x 144" $350

PLUG-IN 25 5/8" x 6" 156" x 156"** $350

ROMAN SHADES & WOVEN WOOD SHADES*

BATTERY 21 1/2” x 10" 144" x 144" $500

PLUG-IN 26 1/2" x 10" 144" x 144" $500

CELLULAR SHADES & PLEATED SHADES

BATTERY 24" x 6" 96" x 96" $350

PLUG-IN 27" x 6" 144" x 120" $350

WOOD BLINDS - TILT ONLY

BATTERY 18" x 10" 72" x 72" $350

MOTORIZED DRAPERY TRACK

PLUG-IN 12" 300" $575 - $1,775

PRICING & SIZESMOTOR TYPES CONTROL TYPES

MOTORIZATION 
MADE SIMPLE.™

15-CHANNEL HANDHELD REMOTE
• Touch sensitive controls and LCD 

display
• Slim magnetic wall mount
• Channel 0 will automatically operate 

all shades
• Unused channels will be hidden by  

the workroom
• Shades from different products will not 

come preprogrammed on the same 
remote as they may be  
made in different locations. They can 
be added to the same remote by 
installer or homeowner.

• Additional channels or groupings 
can be assigned by the installer or 
homeowner any time after installation



MOTORIZATION FAQS

GENERAL

How do our motors communicate?
Motors communicate via radio frequency remote controls.

How quiet are the motors?
In order of quietest to loudest:

Plug-In – 45 decibels (similar to a refrigerator hum) 
Battery – 52 decibels (similar to a table fan)

The lower the decibel number the quieter the motor.

Does each remote need to have identical programming?
No. Remotes can be programmed individually as needed.

Can I operate different products on the same remote?
Yes. Any motor can be operated by any remote within 
the same motor brand. Different products that have the 
same motor can be programmed on site by the installer 
or the customer.

Can I burn out the motor if I use it too much?
No. Motors have a built in sensor that shuts the 
motor down when overworked. Normally a few 
minutes of cooldown is needed before the motor 
is operational again.

What happens if I let the battery run out, will the 
treatment lose its settings?
No, The motor will retain all of its settings even if the 
battery is completely drained.  When the battery is 
recharged or replaced it will operate as usual. 

Can I motorize existing manual control shades?
Motors cannot be added to existing shades.

Can I motorize my shades at a later date?
No. Motors cannot be added at a later date.

BATTERY 

How long will the battery last?
The size of the shade and frequency of use will determine how 
long the battery will last. If the shade is raised and lowered once 
a day, it will last over a year before needing to be recharged.

Where is the battery?
The battery for roller shades and roman shades is located 
inside the motor.  This is hidden away inside the  shade tube. 
On wood blinds, and on cellular and pleated shades, the 
battery is in an external wand that is mounted behind the 
blind or shade.

Can I leave my battery motor plugged into the charger 
all the time?
Yes. There’s no harm in leaving your battery plugged in all 
the time.

How will I know when my battery is fully charged?
There is a status light on the charger. A green light indicates 
that it is charging while red light indicates that it has been 
fully charged - seems backwards, but true.

How do I know the battery level for each of my shades?
During operation, if the motor needs to be charged, it will beep 
10 times to prompt that it needs to be charged. If the battery 
gets too low, the motor will stop running. The smartphone app 
has an indicator as well.

PLUG-IN MOTORS 

What happens if my home loses power?
Plug-in motors will retain their programming if there is a loss of 
power but will not be operable. Drapery tracks will also retain 
their programming and can be hand drawn without power.

How long is the power cable?
12” - 120”.

Can the power cord be less than minimum length?
No, you cannot cut the cord below the minimum.

What if the power cord doesn’t reach the outlet?
You can use an extension cord or the outlet can be moved 
by an electrician.

What kind of outlet does the plug need?
It plugs into a normal 3-prong 110/120V outlet.

What does “Daisy Chain” mean?
It refers to how the electrician runs their wiring through the 
walls. It means that the electrical wiring is being run from one 
motor to the next within the walls. 

Can the motors be daisy chained together?
Customers must consult with an electrician to see if this is 
possible for their setup as the answer may vary on a case 
by case scenario.

REMOTE 

Can I mount my handheld remote to the wall?
Yes. The 15-Channel remote comes with a slim magentic 
wall mounted plate.

Are any of the channels already pre-programmed to 
control all of the shades at once?
Yes. On the 15-Channel Remote, “0” controls all window 
treatments.

Is the favorite position preset?
No. You must program their favorite position. Refer to the 
quick start guides for instrucitons.

How can I send my shades to the favorite position?
The dash between both the up and down button works as 
the STOP button on the remote. However, if programmed, 
holding down this button for 1 second will send the shade 
to the favorite position.

SMARTPHONE APPS

Do I need any additional hardware to operate my shades 
via smart phone or tablet?
Yes.  For The Shade Store® motors, you need the WiFi 
Bridge ($150). 

Will the installer set up the app and hardware?
Our installers can assist with setting up the app and 
hardware however, we ask our customers to download 
the app and connect to their wifi beforehand as there 
are often passwords and security options involved.
Once connected, our installers are happy to help finish 
the setup.

What can my app do that my remote control can’t do?
Our app allows you to set “scenes” (pre-programmed 
positions for multiple window treatments), it can be 
used as a timer, and allows you to have access to your 
treatments even when you are not within remote control 
range or even at home.
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